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NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN SLIPAND FALL
CASES: COURT REJECTS THEORY OF

FLOOR INHERENTLYSLIPPERYWHEN WET,
SAYS MUST SHOW NOTICE OF SPILL ITSELF

A developing area in slip and fall cases is where
plaintiff falls on a floor that is not slippery when dry,
but which became slippery when someone spilled
something on it. Suppose the defense can show it had
no notice of the spill. Plaintiff experts typically sidestep
the notice issue (whether defendant knew or should
have known of the specific spill or piece of food on
the floor) by testifying that the floor may be safe when
dry, but is unsafe when wet. Thus, spills in general
are foreseeable, always negligent to have a floor that is
slippery when something spills on it when it would
“only” cost X to put in a floor with a higher slip
resistance, or to have a floor mat. This is a clever
way of arguing for almost strict liability in any slip and
fall case on a wet floor, and slip resistance does not
meet the experts’ stated standards for safety. It allows
plaintiff’s expert to ignore the notice problems in the
case, like where a recent sweep or inspection can be
shown but the spill happened right before plaintiff came
along and stepped on it, simply by saying that the floor
should have had better traction when wet and that it
was negligent not to spend the extra dollars to get a
higher traction floor.

A new case has held that this “unsafe when wet”
theory is not viable in the absence of notice of the spill
itself, at least in the context of stores and markets. In
Contreras v. Walmart Stores, plaintiff fell in a puddle of
clear liquid at Walmart in Santa Ana near the edge of
the produce department. Defendant showed evidence
of adequate “sweeps” or inspections. Nevertheless,
plaintiff’s expert Brad Avrit testified that the floor might
be okay to walk on when dry, but that when foreseeable
spills occurred (such as happened regularly near
produce), the floor had inadequate traction when wet
and that by spending a “little” more money, the

defendants could have and should have safeguarded the
area. The Contreras court rejected this, analogizing
plaintiff’s argument to the “mode of operation” theory
that has been rejected in California in another Walmart
case, Moore v. Walmart.

In Moore, Walmart let McDonalds operate within the
store, and people foreseeably brought French fries into
the shopping area and would occasionally drop one.
Plaintiff slipped on one and claimed that Walmart was
negligent, even though it did not have any notice of the
specific French fry that plaintiff fell on, because it was
allegedly negligent to let French fries be sold so close to
the shopping areas where people walk around looking at
merchandise. In other words, plaintiff tried to sidestep
the notice issue by saying that Walmart’s “mode of
operation” was itself negligent, in general, rather than
focusing on any specific negligence with regard to this
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CALIFORNIA COURT OF APPEAL
FAULTS APPELLANT FOR

FAILURE TO REQUEST
EVIDENTIARY HEARING UNDER
SECTION 402 AND FAILURE TO

MAKE PROPER HEARSAY
OBJECTIONS

T
he California Court of Appeals for the Second
District’s decision in David v. Hernandez
highlights the importance of ‘dotting your T’s

and crossing your I’s’ when operating under the California
Code of Civil Procedure; something all attorneys presumably
aim to do, but sometimes fall short to their client’s detriment.
The Appellate Court affirmed the trial court’s decision to
exclude expert testimony that Respondent’s ability to drive
was impaired by marijuana use, and also upheld the jury’s
award of damages to Respondent for future medical
expenses.

David Hernandez (“Appellant”) appealed from a
$3.3 million personal injury judgment against himself,
personally, and D&H Trucking. Appellant’s truck was
involved in a collision with a minivan driven by Respondent,
Joshua David (“Respondent”), who sustained physical
injuries as a result of the accident. On retrial, the jury found
that it was reasonably certain Respondent will require four
future shoulder surgeries. Appellant conceded that one
future shoulder surgery was reasonably certain, but claimed
the evidence was insufficient to support the need for three
subsequent shoulder surgeries. The trial court also excluded
evidence of Respondent’s marijuana use prior to the
accident.

Appellant sought to present expert testimony from
Dr. Marvin Pietruszka to show that, at the time of the
collision, Respondent’s ability to drive was impaired by his
prior consumption of marijuana. Respondent filed a pretrial
motion in limine to exclude Dr. Pietruszka’s testimony,
arguing that even if Respondent’s urine contained active
THC, it was speculative as to whether the amount was
sufficient to impair his ability to drive a motor vehicle. No
live testimony was presented at the hearing on the motion.
Dr. Pietruszka based his opinion on Respondent’s test
results, the fact Respondent had “very high blood
pressure”, a “rapid pulse”, and a “rapid respiratory rate”.
The trial court granted the motion in limine, stating that
there was not an adequate foundation for the conclusions
that the defense sought to present, i.e., there lacked

foundation to show a connection between the test result and
any impairment. Appellant faulted the trial court for granting
Respondent’s motion in limine “without conducting an
evidentiary hearing under Evidence Code 402 to examine the
scientific and medical support for Dr. Pietruszka’s opinions.”
In response, theAppellate Court made clear, “[t]he court cannot
be faulted because appellant never requested an evidentiary
hearing under section 402.” Whether or not Dr. Pietruszka’s
reports and opinions related to marijuana use would have
been found to provide a reasonable basis for the particular
opinion offered was not discussed by the Appellate Court;
however, it did make clear that Appellant’s failure to request
an evidentiary hearing resulted in too great of an analytical
gap between the data offered by Dr. Pietruszka and his opinion
proffered.

In support of Respondent’s claim that he would require
four additional surgeries in the future, Respondent presented
expert testimony from four doctors: Dr. Norris, Dr. Tauber,
Dr. Bennett, and Dr. Nordstrand. Dr. Nordstrand was the only
witness who provided information about the number and dates
of Respondent’s future shoulder surgeries. However,
Dr. Nordstrand’s testimony about Respondent’s future
surgeries consisted of multiple hearsay statements -
statements made by Dr. Bennett in his life care plan based on
statements made by Dr. Norris. Appellant claimed that the
hearsay statements attributed to Dr. Norris could not support
the award because “a party cannot provide case-specific facts
by having an expert repeat hearsay statements.” To
Appellant’s detriment,Appellant forfeited the Sanchez hearsay
argument because he never made a hearsay objection during
trial. This resulted in Court’s recognition of the hearsay
statements as ‘competent evidence’.

It is important to note that multiple hearsay statements
are competent evidence does not mean that they constitute
substantial evidence. The admissibility and substantiality of
hearsay evidence are different issues. Dr. Norris told Bennett
that the four surgeries were necessary “within a reasonable
degree of medical probability.” This standard is not the same
as the case law standard requiring that future surgeries be
“reasonably certain to occur.” It is not required for a doctor
to testify that it is reasonably certain that the plaintiff will
need to undergo surgeries in the future. All that is required to
establish future surgeries is that from all the evidence,
including the expert testimony, it satisfactorily appears that
such future surgeries will occur with reasonable certainty.

- Gina M. Huber
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NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN SLIP
AND FALL LAW: OPEN AND

OBVIOUS MIGHT GO BACK TO
BEINGACOMPLETE DEFENSE
AFTER ALL, IN APPROPRIATE

CASES

I
t may come as a surprise that “open and obvious” is
not a complete defense in most cases. It may still be
a complete defense in an appropriate case -

essentially, where it can be shown that plaintiff did not have
to use this path as a practical matter. The general rule is that
since comparative negligence was enacted, “open and
obvious” is now usually treated by the published cases as a
matter of comparative negligence: The plaintiff was negligent
for walking like a dummy into an open and obvious condition,
and the defendant was at least arguably also partially
negligent (the jury has to decide this) for having a big, gaping
hole or giant obvious uplifted crack in the sidewalk right
where everyone, including dummies, have to walk. In
technical terms, open and obvious is now said to be a
complete defense to a duty to warn, but not to a duty to
remedy. To take a silly example, if you install a big fire pit in
the lobby of your theater without a fence, you don’t have to
put up a sign saying “danger, big fire right here”. The big
fire is enough warning all by itself. You have a duty to give
a reasonable warning, and you did. No further sign is going
to be any better at warning than the fire itself. But since
dummies, children, etc. come through in great numbers, a
jury could still find it is negligent to have an open fire pit in
the lobby in the first place or not to have a fence around it.
As a more realistic example, say a giant highly visible spill of
black oil on a white floor does not get cleaned up for a long
time. The usual result of this is no duty to further warn, but
still a duty to get it cleaned up timely. So generally, open and
obvious = no duty to warn, but there could still be a duty to
remedy or not to have it in the first place.

But open and obvious is still a complete defense where
the plaintiff did not, as a practical matter, have to use that
route or encounter the risk.

In the recent case of Jacobs v. Coldwell Banker
Residential Brokerage Company, plaintiff was a potential
buyer of a foreclosure property, and he was inspecting the
property and standing on the diving board over an empty
pool to get a better view of a fence he wanted to look at. The
diving board broke and he fell into the empty pool. The
property owner moved for summary judgment: The diving
board had been inspected, so there was no notice of a

problem. Plaintiff argued that the pool being empty was a
dangerous condition. The defense argued open and
obvious. The court granted the defendant’s summary
judgment motion, holding that since the plaintiff did not
need to be standing on that diving board in the first place,
open and obvious was a complete defense to the whole
case. The flip side of this situation is where a person is at
work and as a practical matter has to walk certain routes,
which have an obvious flaw. If a person as a practical matter
has to walk somewhere, you can’t tell them to cross the
street, etc. The sidewalk is where people walk. If you are on
the sidewalk and don’t step out of the way of an obvious
hazard, the issue will likely be comparative. But no one
needs to step on a diving board of an unknown property
over an empty pool to look at a fence.

The Jacobs court emphasized that in order for the plaintiff
to proceed on a duty to remedy theory in an open and obvious
case, the plaintiff must first show that there was a practical
necessity for the plaintiff to walk there, in other words, that
as a practical matter, the plaintiff needed to use this walkway
to get from point A to point B. For example, in the case of
Chippewa v. Martinez, the defendant landowners had
sprinklers running water down a driveway that, as a practical
matter, plaintiffs would have had to traverse while walking
along the sidewalk in order to get from point A to point B.
Under those circumstances, while it was open and obvious
that the pavement was wet, the plaintiffs were allowed to go
to the jury on the theory that it was still negligent to water
the pavement in that fashion, as people use this area to walk.
Note that the idea of “practical necessity” is rather liberally
construed in favor of plaintiffs. Obviously, someone can
always find another way to get from point A to point B, but
the courts do not require plaintiffs to do that. On the other
hand, as the Jacobs case makes clear, courts are not endlessly
liberal about “practical necessity”, either. In Jacobs, the
plaintiff did not need to stand on the diving board to inspect
the fence. This was not a foreseeable use of the diving
board, or of the empty pool below it. “Foreseeable” does
not mean “conceivable”. “Foreseeable” is a legal conclusion,
made by the court, that when various policy factors (known
as the “Rowland” factors) are taken into account, the law
will or will not regard something as giving rise to a duty.
Here, the diving board and empty pool were kept behind a
locked fence, the emptiness of the pool was obvious, and
plaintiff did not “need” to use the diving board to look at the
fence. This use was therefore legally unforeseeable. Under
this circumstance, “open and obvious” is a complete defense
to the entire action, both as to the duty to warn, and as to the
duty to remedy.
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The Jacobs court also distinguished the Osborn case
in which a trucker was injured while walking when he fell
over a demolished concrete ramp which was the only means
of reaching a silo to deliver materials. When your job
requires you to walk somewhere as a practical matter, “open
and obvious” will not be a complete defense; it will obviate
any further duty to warn since an obvious condition stands
as its own warning, but it will not obviate the duty to keep
it in a reasonably safe condition in the first place, because
people still have to walk there.

Bottom line: take a look at your “open and obvious”
cases to see if they can be used to mount a complete
defense, and bring a summary judgment motion. If the
area is one where it is not foreseeable that plaintiff would
be there, “open and obvious” may be regarded as a
complete defense.

- Paul J. Lipman
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specific French fry. That theory was rejected in Moore,
and in Contreras, the court held that the plaintiff’s
expert’s argument about the floor was essentially like
the “mode of operation” argument that was rejected in
Moore. Plaintiff was not focusing on notice or other
negligence specific to this occasion when she fell on
the wet floor in the produce section; she was instead
attacking the defendant’s “mode of operation” in saying
that they should not have had a floor which was safe
when dry but became unreasonably slippery when
something was spilled on it. This court rejected that
theory, holding that there has to be notice of the spill
itself. As a caveat, “notice” means knew or should
have known, so that if an inspection has not been done
in a while, plaintiff can argue notice. But if the defense
can show adequate inspections, i.e., no notice, this
court held that plaintiff cannot sidestep notice by
arguing that the floor itself is unreasonably slippery
when wet.

Summary judgments should be considered where
plaintiffs try to sidestep the issue of notice by
concentrating on the defendant’s mode of operation.
Frank D’Oro and Brent Gerome just obtained a
summary judgment and a defense verdict based on
this new defense. Please feel free to consult with us if
you have a case that may benefit from this new
development.

- Paul J. Lipman & Brent Gerome


